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Sisters Tia Landry and Tamera Campbell are shaking the pedigree with sibling synchronicity again after Sister Sister's much-anticipated debut on Netflix. The beloved '90s sitcom about twin sisters separated at birth who meet as a teen joined the streamer on September 1 – and it's not just fans who are celebrating. Stars
Tia Mowry-Hardrict and Tamera Mowry-Housley celebrated netfli's sister debut with separate Instagram posts touching on the importance of representation. In a candid and ecstatic post alongside a '90s photo of herself and Tia, Tamera wrote on Tuesday, It all started here with my sissy! What a blessing to have inspired
many at such a young age. Citing the importance of Black's representation on TELEVISION, Tamera expressed her gratitude and excitement that this generation would experience one of my fav jobs in history. She continued: 'I'm excited for a newer generation to discover this show... In a million years, I never thought I'd
#SisterSister an American classic. Thank you for supporting us over the years. On her Instagram shared on Wednesday morning, Tia also used a photo of the two (in her famous denim hats, no less) to thank fans for their support and celebrate the fact that sister, sister - as well as two of her other shows, The Game and
Family Reunion - are currently trending on Netflix. (The Game arrived on the streamer in August, while its Netflix original sitcom Family Reunion premiered in July 2019.) As of Wednesday, Sister, Sister is at number 3 on Netflix's Top 10 in the US. Wow! Wow! Wow! I never thought I'd have 3 shows #trending [Netflix], Tia
wrote. That's crazy!!! Referring to all the love she received for all three projects, she continued: 'I'm so grateful for my work and #love I'm doing! Thank you for getting me into your homes all these years! Jackée Harry, who played Tia's fashion designer mother Lisa Landry in the series, also tagged Sister, Sister Top 10 in

the US status on Instagram Wednesday with some old cast photos. So honored that our little old show is getting as much love today as it was 26 years ago when it premiered, Harry wrote. We're in the top three! Thanks to everyone who watch Netflix! She's not a nurse, sister reboot, but it's something. Cuties has
become the subject of controversy over promotional material released by Netflix. The streaming service's suggestive artwork misrepresented the film by ripping the provocative scene out of context. If hubbub is what drives people to see cuties for themselves, hopefully it will recognize that it is much more complex and
nuanced. Who are the cuties? Amy Diop (Fathia Youssouf Abdilahi) lives with a single mother, Mariam (Maïmouna Gueye) and helps track down her brother Ismael Diaw) when Mariam works. Amy sees Angelica (Medina El Aidi) dancing and ironing her hair in the laundry room. They become friends, while Amy also
watches a quartet of girls at her school, cuties, practice for a dance competition. Fathia Youssouf Abdilahi (right) and cuties | Netflix RELATED: Critics Slam New Netflix Movie 'Cuties', Claim it Sexualizes 11-Year-Olds and Encourages Paedophiles Girls in cuties are 11. There is the sweetness and innocence of their
friendship, but their activity borders mature territory. It's sweet when Amy and Angelica jump on the bed and gorge on Gummy Bears. Amy helps cuties record their routines, and practice their movements alone in private. They also chase older boys in the park, and find a used condom that they don't know exactly how to
deal with. That foreshadows Amy's journey with the Cuties. Amy's perspective in 'Cuties' Writer/Director Maïmouna Doucouré portrays Amy's perspective in the film. She often hears adults trying to protect her from their discussions. Amy's father is getting married again, and Amy is avoiding both her relationship with her
father and the cultural traditions associated with him. Maïmouna Doucouré | Ilya S. Savenok/Getty Images Cuties are an escape for Amy. They are also a conflict because they have to balance their family responsibilities with this activity and their new friends. Amy has a lot of freedom when she's unattended, but there
are harsh reminders that her parents still control her. It will be a few more years before she is truly independent, but there are times when she can claim 9/11. Sexuality enters the picture when Amy becomes more provocative than the Cuties' choreography. The point is, they're too young to go this far. Amy is too
provocative in how a naïve child would be confused. She doesn't know the full implications of what she's researching. It's tasteful and it's a touching point about the line between having fun, strengthening dance and going too far too young. Important context The suggestive image that caused all the fuss with the Cuties
comes from the final performance of the film. At this point, there is something uncomfortable about watching 11-year-old girls copying the kinds of movies that Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion could perform. That's the point. RELATED: 'Work It' Movie Review: Sabrina Carpenter and Jordan Fisher Dance Like All the
Netflix Subscribers watch Cuties just think of it as they have to dance. They imitate what they see, but they don't take it as sexual. To just show that image without accumulating, let alone the consequences of realizing Amy, robs her of his poignancy. The world is a confusing place for adults, let alone children. Children
will see what is happening in the world and it's their own way. Adults can help with surveillance, but there's only so much you can control. Cuties is about that journey of self-knowledge every child, and in this case especially women, go through. It's innocent after all, but Amy can experiment with corruption before she
decides who she's going to be. Gone is the latest space drama to arrive on Netflix, and its stellar cast includes a number of faces you might recognize. Here's a breakdown of who's who in Gone, and where viewers may know from. L-R: Mark Ivanir, Hilary Swank, Ray Pathaki | Netflix's Hillary Swank leads 'Gone' as
commander Emma Green Twice Oscar-winning actor Hillary Swank leads off as astronaut commander Emma Green. She is best known for her critically acclaimed roles in Boys Don't Cry and Million Dollar Baby. More recently Swank appeared in the Netflix sci-fi drama, I Am Mother as a woman who ends up in a
mysterious lab while trying to survive the robot apocalypse. Josh Charles plays Emma's husband Matt Logan Emmy-nominated actor Josh Charles plays the role of Emma Green's commander husband, Matt Logan. The actor started with Hairspray and starred opposite Robin Williams in the Oscar-winning 1989 film Dead
Poets Society. He has been in a number of popular projects over the years, including Don't Tell Mom Nannies Dead, Law &amp; Order: SVU, and Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt. But Charles is best known for his recurring role in the Emmy-winning CBS drama The Good Wife, in which he portrayed lawyer Will Gardner for
seven seasons. RELATED: Netflix's 'Away' Trailer: Here's Where You May Have Heard Those Songs Before Ato Essandoh portrays Kwesi in 'Away' Away features seasoned actor Ato Essandoh as astronaut Kwesi. He had recurring roles in popular series such as Elementary, Blue Bloods and Altered Carbon. And his
film credits include blockbusters like Django Unchained, Jason Bourne and Dark Phoenix. Essandoh currently plays Dr. Isidore Latham on the NBC drama, Chicago Med - a role he has performed for the past four seasons. Ray Panthaki's Ram Ray Panthaki portrays Mars-bound astronaut Ram in the new Netflix series.
The British actor/writer/director is known for his roles on the BBC's EastEnders and Netflix's Marcella. In 2018, she starred in the biographical play Colette, opposite Dominic West and Kiera Knightly. AWAY (L to R) Ray Panthaki Ato Essandoh | Diyah Pera/Netflix's Vivian Wu portrays Lu in Vivian Lu's 'Away' steps into
the role of astronaut Lu. The actor has appeared in awards-winning films such as The Joy Luck Club and The Last Emperor. And she has been featured in a number of popular TV series, including Highlander and Murder She Wrote. Mark Ivanir is Misha In Away, Mark Ivanir plays Emma Green's co-astronaut, Misha.
Israeli-Ukrainian actor started Steven Spielberg's Oscar-winning film, Schindler's List. Since then, he has appeared in a number of critically acclaimed films, including The Terminal and The Good Shephard. The actor has been featured in more than 60 TELEVISION projects, including Grimm, American Horror Story:
Apocalypse, and Transparent. He also played Russian agent Ivan Krupin in three seasons of Homeland. The cast of 'Away' \ Diyah Pens / Netflix Talitha Eliana Bateman plays Emma's daughter Alexis Logan In Netflix's Gone, Talitha Eliana Bateman takes on the role of Emma Green's commander's daughter, Alexis
Logan. Despite being only 18, the actor has racked up a pretty impressive resume. She starred in films like Geostorm and Love, Simon. And she was featured in episodes of Middle, Hart of Dixie, and Law and Order: SVU. Netflix As you plough through Dead to Me on Netflix and loving every minute of Jen-Judy's
friendship, you may also be wondering why everyone looks good... a little familiar? All 10 episodes contain famous faces like Christina Applegate and James Marsden, but even supporting characters like Abe, Nick and Yolanda probably give you the uncomfortable feeling of seeing them in something before. Here's a full
overview of how you know everyone in the cast, including a friendly little reminder that Linda Cardellini played Chutney – you know, with perm?! – legally blonde. Ad – Continue reading Under Christina Applegate: Only Harding Christina Applegate stars as recently widowed real estate agent Jen Harding, who befriends
Judy Hale in a grief support group. She is a kind of acting legend, but her abbreviated filmography includes: Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, Bad Moms, Samantha Who?, Jesse, Up All Night, and Married... With the kids. Linda Cardellini: Judy Hale Co-star Linda Cardellini nails part of Judy, a kind-hearted,
slightly goofy free spirit with some serious dark secrets. She is best known for Freaks and Geeks, ER, Mad Men, and Bloodline on TV, plus films Scooby-Doo, Daddy's Home, Brokeback Mountain, Avengers: Endgame, Green Book, and Legally Blonde. RELATED: Best Netflix Original Series, By Rotten Tomatoes Review
James Marsden: Steve Wood Thank Goodness James Marsden is so ridiculously good looking because his character Steve (Judy's insanely wealthy ex-fiance) is a bit of a worst. If you need more James Marsden in your life, look no further than Hairspray, Enchanted, 27 Dresses, Notebook, X-Men movies, and
Westworld. He also recently teamed up with Christina Applegate for Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues. Sam McCarthy: Charlie Harding Sam plays Jen's rebellious teenage son, but McCarthy has also appeared on nbc crime thriller Blacklist and the TV country series Jim Gaffigan Show. Luke Roessler: Henry Harding
Brandon Scott: Nick Brandon's biggest loans before for me included a recurring role as Dr. Ryan Spalding on Grey's Anatomy, plus part on the Guerilla miniseries, but we can expect to see him soon more. The lovable former detective will likely play a big role in Season 2.RELATED: What we know so far about 'Dead to
Me' Season 2 Max Jenkins: Christopher Jen's real estate partner moonlights as a children's church choir director (that choreography though!), but in real life Jenkins has also lent his talent to Laura's secrets with Debra Messing and the web series High Maintenance. Valerie Mahaffey: Lorna Mahaffey is Jen's ice-cold
mother-in-law, but you know her from Desperate Housewives, Devious Maids, United States Tara, and Doctors. Her role as a hypochondriac at the Northern Exposition also won her an Emmy in 1992. Diana Maria Riva: Detective Ana Perez She is a reworked detective investigating Ted's death, and Riva is no stranger to
crime shows – she has appeared in The Good Guys, NYPD Blue, and The X Files, plus recurring roles on Sabrina the Teenage Witch, West Wing, The Man With the Plan, and Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip. Keong Sim: Pastor Wayne Keong Sim plays the leader of a grief support group and acts as a perfectly calm
sounding board on some of Jen's angry ranes. He guest-starred on The Good Doctor last year, and also played Michael Chang's dad on Glee plus Dr. Sung Park on Monday morning. Suzy Nakamura: Karen Remember Judy is a well-intentioned neighbor who puts raisins in her take on Mexican lasagna? Suzy Nakamura
also played Allison on Dr. Ken and she is guest-starring on tons of her favorite shows like Modern Family, Black-ish, The Goldbergs, Curb Your Enthusiasm, and The West Wing. Telma Hopkins: Yolanda On Dead to Me, she's an opinionated member of Jen and Judy's grief support group, but Hopkins actually got her
start in music as part of '70s pop groups Tony Orlando and Dawn. She's moving to TV with recurring roles on Family Matters, Boob Buddies, Getting By, Half &amp; Half, and are we still there? Steve Howey: Jason's piece Jen meets on her grief retreat has a nice interest in the love role down pat (no surprise there). He
courted Kate Hudson in both Bride Wars and borrowed something, plus he had a quick stint opposite Zooey Deschanel on New Girl. Howey is also currently starring as Kev Ball on Shameless. Olivia Macklin: Bambi Major spoiler alert: She plays a waitress/musician who had an affair with Ted, Judy's husband. Macklin
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